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Abstract: Now a day’s identity crime is well known, prevalent and prominent in our society. There are some 

algorithms which have been implemented to detect or resolve resilience identity. The existing data mining and non data 

mining algorithm and known fraud matching have some limitation. To achieve a complete and transparent view of 

different resilience identity crime detection system a comparative study and approach is a prime focus of this paper. 

Here different classifiers algorithm are compared with data min ing based algorithm with mult ilayer min ing stage of 

defense (territory detection and suspicion score detection algorithm) to probe the synthetic identity crime. Through this 

comprehensive approach we can find out the relative measurement of different classifier algorithm using proposed 

algorithm territory detection and suspicion score detection algorithm as baseline. A lthough multilayer min ing algorithm 

is specific to cred it application fraud detection, but the concept of resilience o r deformat ion with this comparat ive study 

discussed in this paper are general to design, implement and evaluate of all detection system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Identity crime is well known important and very costly in 

our society. At one extreme, synthetic identity fraud 

Refers to the use of plausible but fictitious identities. 

These are effortless to create but more difficult to apply. 

At one extreme, real identity theft refers to illegal use of 

innocent people’s complete identity Details. These can be 

harder to obtain (although large volumes of some identity 

data are widely availab le) but easier to successfully apply. 

In reality, identity crime can be committed with a mix of 

both synthetic and real identity details. Identity crime has 

developed into a further numerous approaches as there is 

so much real identity data available on the net and private 

data available through unsecured mailboxes. It has 

furthermore developed into straightforward for fraudster to 

conceal their true identities. This can happen in credit 

cards, and telecommunications fraud with other more 

serious crimes. Credit applications are Internet or paper-

based forms with written requests by potential customers 

for cred it cards, mortgage loans, and personal loans. Cred it 

application fraud is a specific case of identity crime, 

involving Synthetic identity fraud and real identity theft. 

Duplicates (or matches) refer to applications which share 

common values. There are two types of duplicates: exact 

(or identical) duplicates have the all same values; near (or 

approximate) duplicates have some same values (or 

characters), some similar values with slightly altered 

spellings, or both. This paper has studied that each 

successful credit application fraud pattern is represented 

by a sudden and sharp spike in duplicates within a short 

time, relative to the established baseline level. Duplicates 

are hard to avoid from fraudsters’ point of-view because 

duplicates increase their’ success rate. The synthetic 

identity fraudster has low success rate, and is likely to 

reuse fictitious identities which have been successful  

 

before. The identity thief has limited time because 

innocent people can discover the fraud early and take 

action, and will quickly use the same real identities at 

different places. To resolve and combat against synthetic 

identity theft this paper proposes a multi layer data mining 

stage of defenses, territory detection and suspicion score 

detection algorithm and compare it with four classifier 

algorithm( supervised algorithm) like logistic regression, 

SVM, decision tree and neural network and also with CBR 

analysis. Territory detection finds real social relat ionships 

to shrink the suspicion score, and is corrupt opposed to 

synthetic social relationships. It is the white list-oriented 

approach on a fixed set of attributes. Suspicion score 

detection finds spikes in duplicates to enhance the 

suspicion score, and is probe-resistant for attributes. It is 

the attribute-oriented approach on a variable-size set of 

attributes.  

 

II. RELATED WORKS  

Many individual data mining algorithm has been designed, 

implemented and evaluated in fraud detection analysis. 

There is some pattern in identity crime which can be 

highly indicative in early symptom in identity fraud 

especially in synthetic identity crime [3]. In this scheme 

[14] has ID score risk which gives a combined view of 

each credit applicat ion’s characteristics and their similarity 

to other industry. In another example, it can be detected 

the application of fraud prevention system [7].  But case 

based reasoning (CBR) is the only known prior 

publication in the screening of credit application [8]. My 

proposed approach which monitors the significant increase 

or decrease in amount of something important is similar in 

concept to credit transactional fraud detection and bio 

terroris m detection. In case of fraud detection peer group 
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analysis [2] monitors inter account behavior over time. It 

compares the cumulative mean weekly amount between a 

target account and other similar accounts (peer group) at 

subsequent time points. Bayesian Network [4] uncovers 

simulated anthrax attack from real emergency department 

data. Surveys algorithms [5] are used for finding 

suspicious activity in time for disease outbreaks.  [9] Uses 

time series analysis to track early symptoms of synthetic 

anthrax outbreaks from daily sales of retails medication 

.Control chart based statistics, exponential weighted 

moving averages and generalized linear models were 

tested on the same bio terrorism detection of data and alert 

rate [15].  In addition my proposed algorithm suspicion 

score detection is similar to change point detection in bio 

surveillance research, which maintains the cumulative sum 

(CUSUM) of positive derivation from the mean [13].In the 

real-t ime credit application fraud detection domain, this 

paper argues against the use of classification (or 

supervised) algorithms which  use class labels. In addition 

to the problems of using known frauds, these algorithms, 

such as logistic regression, neural networks, or Support 

Vector Machines (SVM), cannot achieve scalability or 

handle the extreme imbalanced class [11] in cred it 

application data streams. As fraud and legal behavior 

changes frequently, the classifiers will deteriorate rapid ly 

and the supervised classification algorithms will need to 

be trained on the new data.  

 

III. METHODS 

This section discusses the various  data min ing methods 

which are used in the identity crime detection in both the 

transaction domain also the application domain. These are 

the following method for the transaction and application 

domain. 
 

Outlier Detection- An outlier is an observation that 

deviates so much from other observations as to arouse 

suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism. 

Unsupervised learning is a new explanation or 

representation of the observation data, which will then 

lead to better future responses or decisions. Unsupervised 

methods do not need the preceding knowledge of 

fraudulent and non-fraudulent transactions in old database, 

but instead detect changes in behavior or unusual 

transactions. These methods model a baseline distribution 

that represents normal behavior and then detect 

observations that show greatest departure from this norm. 

In supervised methods, models are trained to discriminate 

between fraudulent and non-fraudulent behavior so that 

new observations can be assigned to classes. Supervised 

methods need accurate identification of fraudulent 

transactions in old databases and can only be used to 

detect frauds of a type that have previously occurred. A 

benefit of using unsupervised methods over supervised 

methods is that previously undiscovered types of fraud 

may be detected. 

For detection of the credit transactional and application 

fraud analysis the following classifier methods will be 

discussed. 

 Neural network and Bayesian Network 

 Logistic regression 

 Decision tree  

 Support vector Machine 

 CBR analysis 

These comprehensive methods are studied and later on a 

relative discussion will be there on this approach with 

currently proposed territory detection and suspicion score 

detection algorithm. 

 

Neural Networks and Bayesian Network: A neural 

network is a set of interconnected nodes designed to 

imitate the functioning of the human brain. Each node has 

a weighted connection to several other nodes in adjacent 

layers. Individual nodes take the input received from 

connected nodes and use the weights together with a 

simple function to compute output values, Neural 

networks can be constructed for supervised or 

unsupervised learning. CARDWATCH [16] features 

neural networks trained with the past data of a particular 

customer. It makes the network process the current 

spending patterns to detect possible anomalies. Brause and 

Langsdorf proposed the rule- based association system 

combined with then euro-adaptive approach [17]. Falcon 

developed by HNC uses feed-forward Artificial Neural 

Networks trained on a variant of a back propagation 

training algorithm [18]. A neural MLP-based classifier is 

another example using neural networks. It acts only on the 

informat ion of the operation itself and of its immediate 

previous history, but not on historic databases of past 

cardholder activit ies. A parallel Granular Neural Network 

(GNN) method uses fuzzy neural network and ru le- based 

approach. The neural system is trained in parallel using 

training data sets, and then the trained parallel fuzzy 

neural network discovers fuzzy ru les for future prediction. 

Cyber Source introduces a hybrid model, combining an 

expert system with a neural network to increase its statistic 

modeling and reduce the number of "false" rejections. 
 

Bayesian and Neural network approach is automatic credit 

card fraud detection system and type of artificial 

intelligence programming which is based on variety of 

methods including machine learning approach, supervised 

and data mining for reasoning under uncertainty. The 

advantage of neural network is that it learns and does not 

need to be reprogrammed. Its processing speed is higher 

than Bayesian neural networks but it needs high 

processing time for large neural networks. Whereas 

Bayesian neural networks provide good accuracy but 

needs training of data to operate and requires high 

processing speed. 
 

Logistic regression: Logistic Regression-Two advanced 

data min ing approaches, support vector machines and 

random forests, together with the well known logistic 

regression [19], as part of an attempt to better detect (and 

thus control and prosecute) credit card fraud. Logistic 

regression (LR) is useful for situations in which we want 

to be able to predict the presence or absence of a 

characteristic or outcome based on values of a set of 

predictor variables. It is similar to a linear regression 

model but is suited to models where the dependent 

variable is dichotomous. Logistic regression coefficients 
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can be used to estimate odds ratios for each of the 

independent variables in the model and it is applicable to a 

broader range of research situations than feature analysis. 

(Ohlson, 1980; Martin, 1997) estimating the odds of a 

firm’s failure with probability. For model development in 

logistic regression some form of sampling among the two 

classes is typically used to obtain training data with 

reasonable class distributions. Various sampling 

approaches have been proposed in the literature, with 

random oversampling of minority class cases and random 

under sampling of majority class cases being the simplest 

and most common in use; others include directed sampling 

The second problem in developing supervised models for 

fraud can arise from potentially undetected fraud 

transactions, leading to mislabeled cases in the data to be 

used for build ing the model.  

 

Decision Tree: Decision trees are statistical data mining 

technique that express independent attributes and a 

dependent attributes logically AND in a tree shaped 

structure. Classificat ion rules, extracted from decision 

trees, are IF-THEN expressions and all the tests have to 

succeed if each ru le is to be generated [20]. Decision tree 

usually separates the complex problem into many simple 

ones and resolves the sub problems  through repeatedly 

using [20]. Decision trees are predictive decision support 

tools that create mapping from observations to possible 

consequences. There are number of popular classifiers 

construct decision trees to generate class models. From the 

well-known decision tree algorithms, ID3, C5.0 and 

C&RT methods use impurity measures to choose the 

splitting attribute and the split value/s. ID3 [21] uses 

informat ion gain while the successor, C5.0 uses gain ratio, 

and C&RT [26] uses Gin i coefficient for impurity 

measurements. Unlikely, CHAID uses chi-square or F 

statistics to choose the splitting variable [22]. As the tree is 

grown, the resultant tree may over fit the train ing data 

containing possible errors or noise or some of the branches 

of the resultant tree may contain anomalies. So, the 

resultant tree should be checked whether removal of some 

nodes, starting from the leaf ones, make a significant 

effect on the tree’s classification performance. This 

operation is called as pruning. After the tree is grown, a 

new observation or record is classified by tracing the route 

on the tree up to a leaf node according to the values of the 

attributes of the record. This is done by recursively 

checking the values of the splitting attribute of the record 

at each node and following the required branch of the tree 

until a leaf node is reached. The label of the leaf node 

reached gives the class which the new observation or 

record is classified in. 

 

Support vector machine: Unlike the decision tree 

methods, SVM tries to find a hyper plane to separate the 

two classes while min imizing the classification error. 

SVM is a new and promising classification and regression 

technique proposed by Vapnikand his group at AT&T Bell 

Laboratories [23]. SVM learns a separating hyper plane 

which maximizes the margin and produces good 

generalization ability [24]. In prior literature, SVM has 

been successfully applied to many areas such as 

telecommunication fraud detection , pattern recognition , 

system intrusion detection . SVM’s basic idea is to 

transform the attributes to a higher dimensional feature 

space and find the optimal hyper plane in that space that 

maximizes the margin between the classes. Briefly, SVM 

does this by using a polynomial, sigmoid, radial basis or a 

linear kernel function which satisfies the Mercer condition 

[25]. Two key elements in the implementation of SVM are 

the techniques of mathemat ical programming and kernel 

functions. The parameters are found by solving a quadratic 

programming problem with linear equality and inequality 

constraints; rather than by solving a non-convex, 

unconstrained optimization problem. The flexibility of 

kernel functions allows the SVM to search a wide variety 

of hypothesis spaces.  
 

CBR: Case-based reasoning (CBR)–It is detection 

technique for the credit applications. CBR analyses the 

hardest cases which have been misclassified by existing 

methods and techniques. Retrieval process uses threshold 

nearest neighbor matching. Diagnosis utilizes multiple 

selection criteria which are probabilistic curve, best match, 

negative selection, density selection, and default and 

resolution strategies which are sequential resolution-

default, best guess, and combined confidence to analyze 

the recovered cases. CBR has 20 percent higher true 

positive and true negative rates than common algorith ms 

on credit applications [1]. 
 

For the credit applicat ion domain Logistic regression, 

neural networks, or Support Vector Machines (SVM), 

cannot achieve scalability or handle the extreme 

imbalanced class [11] in credit applicat ion data streams. 

As fraud and legal behavior changes frequently, the 

classifiers will deterio rate rapidly and the supervised 

classification algorithms will need to be trained on the new 

data. But the training time is too long for real-time credit 

application fraud detection because the new training data 

have too many derived numerical attributes and too few 

known frauds. Many individual data mining algorithms 

have been designed, implemented, and evaluated in fraud 

detection. Following are the data mining techniques. 
 

IV. RELATIVE S YUDY WITH PROPOS ED 

METHOD 

The new methods are based on white-listing and detecting 

suspicion score of similar applications. White-listing or 

Territory detection uses real social relationships on a fixed 

set of attributes. This reduces false positives by lowering 

some suspicion scores. Detecting spikes in duplicates on a 

variable set of attributes, increases true positives by 

adjusting suspicion scores appropriately. Throughout this 

paper, data mining is defined as the real-t ime search for 

patterns in a principled (or systematic) fashion. These 

patterns can be highly indicative of early symptoms in 

identity crime, especially synthetic identity fraud [10].  
 

V. METHODS 

This section is divided into four subsections to 

systematically explain the Territory detection algorithm 

(first two subsections) and the suspicion score detection 

algorithm (last two subsections). Each subsection 

commences with a clearer d iscussion about its purposes.  
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Fig1: System arch itecture of proposed system 

 

5.1  Territory detection basic algorithm layout 

Step 1: Multi-attribute link establishment [match vi 

against W number of vj to determine if a single attribute 

exceeds S_similarity; and create multi-attribute links if 

near duplicates’ similarity exceeds  

T attribute or an exact duplicates’ time difference exceeds 

η] 

Step 2: Single-link score value [calcu late single-link score 

by matching Step 1’s mult i-attribute links against _a,link-

type] 

Step 3: Single -link average previous score formation 

[calculate average previous scores from Step 1’s linked 

previous applications] 

Step 4: Multiple -links score formation [calcu late Sc(vi) 

based on weighted average (using α) of Step 2’s link 

scores and Step 3’s average previous scores] 

Step 5: Whitelist change [determine new whitelist at end 

of the result].  

 

5.2   Multi attributes link count by Jaro-Winkler 

formula 

The Jaro–Winkler[15] distance metric is designed and best 

suited for short strings such as person names. The score is 

normalized such that 0 equates to no similarity and 1 is an 

exact match. The Jaro distance of two given strings and is 

The Jaro distance  of two given strings and is 

 

 
 

Where: 

· is the number of matching characters 

Two characters from and respectively, are 

considered matching only if they are the same and not 

farther than 

 

. 

 

5.3   Suspicion score detection algorithm 

Step 1: Single-step scaled counts measurement [match vi 

against W number of vj to determine if a single value 

exceeds S_similarity and its time difference exceeds θ] 

Step 2: Single-value spike or deformation detection 

[calculate current value’s score based on weighted average 

(using α) of t Step 1’s scaled matches] 

Step 3: Multip le-values score [calculate S(vi) from Step 

2’s value scores and Step 4’s wk]  

Step 4: Suspicion score attributes selection [determine wk 

for Sp ike at end of gx] 

Step 5: Territory attributes weights change [determine wk 

for Territory at end of gx] 
 

VI. CONCLUS IONS  

This comprehensive and relative study of different 

classifier algorithm and the proposed two algorithm have 

been discussed through this paper highlights the prime 

functionality of these previous algorithms for detecting 

credit applicat ion and transactional fraud detection. . This 

paper also describes an important domain that has many 

problems relevant to other data mining research. It has 

documented the development and evaluation in the data 

mining layers of defense for a real-t ime credit application 

fraud detection system. In doing so, the proposed approach 

produces three concepts which increase the detection 

system’s effectiveness (at the expense of some efficiency). 

These concepts are resilience (multi-layer defense), 

adaptivity (accounts for changing fraud and legal 

behavior), and quality data (real-time removal of data 

errors). These concepts are fundamental to the design, 

implementation, and evaluation of all fraud detection, 

adversarial-related detection, and identity crime-related 

detection systems. The implementation of Territory and 

suspicion score algorithms is  practical because these 

algorithms are designed for actual use to complement the 

existing detection system.  
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